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Transforming Satellite Data into Intelligence with the new Remote Sensing Suite (TRSS 
Base / TRSS Advanced) 

Customizable Data and Image Processing Software for Geospatial and Remote Sensing Professionals 

 

It is predicted that by 2020 about 200 imaging satellites 
are operational in orbit. Satellite data will become 
cheaper, resolution is getting higher and this data type 
will be used more and more commonly for a variety of 
geospatial applications. Wherever huge areas have to be 
captured in a short timeframe, whenever areas to be 
surveyed are hazardous or hard to access, satellite data 
will play a more important role. 

 
Keys for a successful and timely production are: 

 Full automation 

 Support for different workflow types (stereoscopic, monoscopic, raw, ortho…) 

 High accuracy and reliability 

 Seamless complete workflows 

 
  

Depending on the type of input imagery 
(e.g. with or without stereo coverage), 
operators can step into the workflow at 
any time.  
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TRSS offers a complete solution for a variety of different applications such as  

 Cadastre 

 Defense 

 Agriculture 

 Environmental monitoring (deforestation, water resources, erosion…etc.) 

 Engineering (oil, gas, mining…) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Images:  http://www.satimageingcorp.com 

 

 Automatic triangulation on full stereo coverage or 
overlapping monoscopic scenes 

 Single image orientation without overlap 

 Positioning of RPC-orthos 

 Up to 10x better absolute georeferences 

 Dense matching for full stereo coverage (up to 1 pixel density) 

 RGB(CIR)-colorized point clouds 

 Optional tiling, contouring, gridding, filtering & classification 

 CAD-like multi-layer/file editing and mapping tools 

 3D stereo and mono-plotting capability 

 ortho rectification 

 Generated or pre-existing height model support 

 Homogeneous, perfectly color-balanced mosaic with automatic 
seam detection and adaptive blending 

 Import of existing satellite orthos for mosaicking 

 Flexible map-sheet definition 

 Intuitive seam editing workflow 

 Automatic feature analysis through image / point cloud 
segmentation and interpretation 

 Change detection workflows 
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TRSS combines all the relevant Inpho modules in one single product at a much lower price point. Here’s 
the differences to the standard Inpho modules: 

 SATMaster works on satellite data, only, while standard Inpho modules also support aerial frame 
cameras, aerial pushbroom cameras, and satellite data 

 SATMaster works with one SATMaster license instead of different Inpho licenses on each Inpho 
module 

 SATMaster has a more streamlined satellite-workflow based user interface 
 SATMaster has one maintenance contract unlike several different Inpho maintenance contracts for 

each module 
 SATMaster includes eCognition Essentials feature analysis technology 

 

 

Updated graphical user interfaces, new workflow-oriented GUI concept 

 

Inpho modules now come with a modernized workflow-
based user interface. Toolbuttons, labels and color schemes 
are aligned with other Trimble software so the user 
experience is similar among complete Trimble workflows. 

With the GUI re-design, operators benefit from a new 
workflow-based structure of the modules. Specialized 
project types e.g. for UAS, satellite, pushbroom, LiDAR or 
aerial frame acquired data build-up user interfaces that are 
fine-tuned to each specialized workflow. For example, users 
working on a satellite project will only see those tools and 
workflows that are suitable for satellite processing. Thus, 
the software shows a much clearer structure, which 
supports easy and streamlined processing of the data into 
high quality deliverables.  

 

 Satellite triangulation for automatic bulk-orientation including automatic tie point extraction 

 Single image orientation tools for monoscopic scenes without overlap, optional referencing to ortho-
imagery combined with height models 

 Project-wide photo display with correct topology, and auto image-selection for interactive and 
automated, guided control point measurement. 

 Multiple stereoscopic display for easiest stereoscopic manual point measurement 

 Rigorous quality assessment tools and visualizations as well as numerical statistics 
 

Highly accurate georeferencing for satellite scenes 

TRSS Base includes Inpho SATMaster and 
eCognition Essentials for basic automatic 
land-cover analysis or change detection. 
 
To provide remote sensing specialists with 
maximum flexibility for automatic image 
analysis – using the premium eCognition 
workflows from eCognition Developer / 
Server, Trimble offers the TRSS Advanced 
bundle. This allows to create and customize 
feature analysis rule sets to a huge variety 
of applications. 
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 Density up to 1 pixel 

 Irregular colorized point cloud or grid 

 Surface model or bare earth DTM 

 Speed-optimized parameter set 

 Batch processing on multiple areas of interest 

 Optional tiling of deliverables for huge volumes 
 

 CAD-like multi-layer/multi-file environment 

 Automated and interactive guided mapping and editing tools for vectors and points including project-
wide or local brush-type filtering and classification. 

 3D stereo mapping tools as well as mono-plotting capability (xyz from ortho & height model) 

 Multi-view high performance visualizations (shadings, online-contouring, height coding, profiles…) 

 Mapping-grade contour map generation and grid interpolation 

 Sophisticated tile management 

 

 Based on georeferenced imagery and height model (SATMaster generated or imported) 

 Homogeneous color-balanced mosaicking with feature-based automatic seam generation 

 Combine, merge, resample, color-grade orthos 

 Adaptive mosaic blending through image texture analysis 

 Flexible map-sheet definition 

 Intuitive mosaic (seam-)editing workflow 
 

 Predefined workflows and rule sets for feature analysis based on eCognition Essentials 

 Applications: Basic land-cover analysis and change detection 

 Optional upgrade to full eCognition power with eCognition Developer providing rule-set customizing 
for specific applications 

 Please see eCognition Essentials release information on more details 

 

 Exports to various 3rd party software packages 

 Support for a manifold of data formats 

 Transform projects between different datum and projections, grid-based transformations,  
7 parameter 

 

 

 

 

Should you have any questions regarding the technical details of software, please contact your Support 
Team at imaging_support@trimble.com.  

Creation of dense point clouds for stereoscopic coverage 

Point cloud editing and basic mapping  

Rigorous classic ortho rectification 

Automatic feature analysis, segmentation 

Flexible connections to 3rd party 

mailto:imaging_support

